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Errors in early embryogenesis are a cause of sporadic cell death and developmental
failure1,2. Phagocytic activity has a central role in scavenging apoptotic cells in
differentiated tissues3–6. However, how apoptotic cells are cleared in the blastula
embryo in the absence of specialized immune cells remains unknown. Here we show
that the surface epithelium of zebrafish and mouse embryos, which is the first tissue
formed during vertebrate development, performs efficient phagocytic clearance of
apoptotic cells through phosphatidylserine-mediated target recognition.
Quantitative four-dimensional in vivo imaging analyses reveal a collective epithelial
clearance mechanism that is based on mechanical cooperation by two types of
Rac1-dependent basal epithelial protrusions. The first type of protrusion, phagocytic
cups, mediates apoptotic target uptake. The second, a previously undescribed type
of fast and extended actin-based protrusion that we call ‘epithelial arms’, promotes
the rapid dispersal of apoptotic targets through Arp2/3-dependent mechanical
pushing. On the basis of experimental data and modelling, we show that mechanical
load-sharing enables the long-range cooperative uptake of apoptotic cells by
multiple epithelial cells. This optimizes the efficiency of tissue clearance by
extending the limited spatial exploration range and local uptake capacity of
non-motile epithelial cells. Our findings show that epithelial tissue clearance
facilitates error correction that is relevant to the developmental robustness and
survival of the embryo, revealing the presence of an innate immune function in the
earliest stages of embryonic development.

Early embryogenesis is prone to cellular errors such as mitotic defects
that are induced by cell intrinsic or extrinsic stress factors1,2. This leads to
sporadic cell death of progenitor stem cells7–10, which is assumed to be a
major cause of early developmental failures in human pre-implantation
development11,12. Detection and removal of cell corpses requires a clearance mechanism similar to that mediated by professional phagocytic
cells in adult tissues13. Whether such active mechanisms for efficient
clearance of apoptotic cells exist in the early blastula and gastrula stages
of vertebrate development is still not understood.

Epithelial clearance in the early embryo
At the early blastula stage, the vertebrate embryo consists of an undifferentiated inner cell mass covered by a squamous surface epithelium,
termed the epithelial enveloping layer (EVL) in zebrafish and the trophoblast in mouse. To identify how apoptotic events are managed during
early embryogenesis, we performed quantitative four-dimensional
in vivo imaging of single apoptotic cell dynamics in the zebrafish blastula. Spontaneous progenitor cell death occurred and showed typical

hallmarks of apoptosis such as changes in the cell shape (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Video 1), cell and nuclear fragmentation (Fig. 1a, Extended Data
Fig. 1a, b and Supplementary Video 1), phosphatidylserine (PS) exposure (Extended Data Fig. 1a and Supplementary Video 1) and Caspase-3
activation (Extended Data Fig. 1c and Supplementary Video 1).
Apoptotic events were frequently associated with errors in cell division such as aberrations in chromosome segregation (Extended Data
Fig. 1b and Supplementary Videos 2, 11). Notably, three-dimensional
tracking of apoptotic progenitor cells revealed their accumulation
inside the EVL (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 1b, c and Supplementary
Video 1), which suggests that epithelial cells in the early embryo have
a specific uptake ability.
We next challenged zebrafish blastula embryos by ectopically inducing apoptosis through mosaic overexpression of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax14 (Bax+ cells), visualized by PS exposure (Extended Data Figs. 1d,
10) and Caspase-3 activation (Extended Data Fig. 1e, e′ and Supplementary Video 3). Embryos survived in conditions of abundant cell death
(Fig. 1b, c), which suggests that an efficient failure-compensation program exists. Extensive uptake of Bax+ cells by the epithelium revealed
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Fig. 1 | The embryonic surface epithelium performs efficient phagocytic
clearance of apoptotic cells. a, Endogenous cell death of a single progenitor
cell (dashed lines) showing cell shape loss (0 min), fragmentation (7 min) and
epithelial uptake (37 min) in a Tg(actb1:Myl12.1-eGFP) embryo co-expressing
Lyn–tdTomato (plasma membrane (PM)) and H2A–mCherry (nucleus). The
imaging plane (z) is depicted in the sketch. Arrowheads indicate particles
localized inside the EVL. b, Embryo survival curves of unperturbed wild-type
embryos (control, n = 261), mosaic embryos expressing Lyn–tdTomato alone
(mRNA control, n = 238) or in combination with the indicated bax mRNA levels
(2 pg, n = 236 embryos; 20 pg, n = 176 embryos; 200 pg, n = 319 embryos).
c, Representative images of Tg(actb1:Lifeact-GFP) embryos with mosaic
co-expression of Bax (2 pg bax mRNA) and Lyn–tdTomato (plasma membrane)
leading to 48.6 ± 6.3 apoptotic cells in a field of view of 2.1 ± 0.2 × 106 µm3 (n = 5
embryos), showing EVL uptake versus clearance of the embryo interior over
time (hours post fertilization (hpf)). d, Quantitative clearance dynamics of Bax+

cells (n = 6 embryos). e, Top, maximum z-projections of a single epithelial cell
(dashed line) expressing epithelium-specific Lifeact–GFP, showing the
phagocytic uptake of an apoptotic Bax+ cell in vivo. Arrowheads indicate high
apoptotic cell deformations, represented by colour-coded normalized
curvatures (bottom). Epithelial F-actin is shown in cyan. f, Clearance of PS+
surrogate apoptotic targets (glass spheres coated with PS, POPC
(1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospholcoline) and TexasRed–DHPE
(1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine)) injected into the
mouse blastocyst cavity. The time after injection (h) is indicated for each
image. g, Quantification of PS+ and PS− target localization at 3.5 h after
injection. ICM, inner cell mass. n = 11 and 5 embryos for PS+ and PS− targets,
respectively. Paired Friedman test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test with
adjusted P values. **P = 0.0042; *P = 0.0315; NS, not significant (P > 0.999).
Scale bars, 20 µm (a, e, f), 50 µm (c) and 10 µm (c; inset). Data are mean ± s.e.m.
(b, d, g).

a high clearance capacity of this embryonic epithelium (Fig. 1c, d and
Supplementary Video 3), with average removal rates of 68 ± 3 apoptotic
particles within 2 h in the field of view. Similar clearance was observed
for mosaic activation of the apoptotic effector molecule Caspase-8ERT2
(Extended Data Fig. 1f and Supplementary Video 4). By contrast, progenitor cells showed a very low uptake rate (Extended Data Fig. 1g),
supporting the idea that apoptotic cell clearance is epithelium-specific.
Epithelial clearance occurred under variable intrinsic and extrinsic
stress factors that trigger cell death: (1) impairing of DNA replication
by mosaic overexpression of a mutant form of topoisomerase-II15;
(2) transplantation of ultraviolet-light (UV)-irradiated cells; and
(3) pharmacologically induced mitochondrial stress using Raptinal16
(Extended Data Figs. 1h–m, 10 and Supplementary Video 4). These data
indicate that epithelial clearance does not depend on a specific apoptotic inducer and that the whole epithelium is competent for uptake.
Transplantation of only a few apoptotic cells (4 ± 3 cells, Extended Data
Fig. 1n) or single-cell induction of programmed progenitor cell death
by two-photon illumination (Extended Data Fig. 1o and Supplementary
Video 4) was sufficient to elicit epithelial uptake, further indicating its
high sensitivity. Together, these observations establish epithelial clearance as an error-correction mechanism that is present at the blastula
stages of embryonic development.

(Fig. 1e, Extended Data Fig. 2a and Supplementary Video 5). During
engulfment, an F-actin ring formed at the pseudopod front around the
apoptotic target (Fig. 1e, Extended Data Fig. 2a, b and Supplementary
Video 5), associated with target deformations that are indicative of localized mechanical compression forces exerted by phagocytic cups (Fig. 1e,
Extended Data Fig. 2a–d and Supplementary Video 5). Actin further
enriched at the cup closure site accompanied by local inward bending
of the target (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Video 5), suggesting that the
target is being pushed into the epithelial cell17. Phagocytic cups formed
at the basal surface from both medial and lateral regions, with the latter also extending continuously active membrane ruffles18 (Extended
Data Fig. 2e, f and Supplementary Video 5). Apoptotic cell splitting was
observed during phagocytic cup formation, leading to iterative apoptotic cell fragmentation underlying the wide range of phagocytosed particle sizes that were observed in epithelial cells (Extended Data Fig. 2g).
The GTPase Rac1 mediates apoptotic phagocytosis in multiple physiological and pathological contexts3,6. Genetic interference using a
dominant-negative form of Rac1 (dnRac1) expressed in single epithelial
cells blocked phagocytic uptake (Extended Data Fig. 2h, i). Pharmacological interference with PI3K, a kinase that regulates phagocytic
cup dynamics19, showed that its activity is also required for uptake
(Extended Data Fig. 2j, k), establishing that epithelial phagocytosis is
mediated by a Rac1–PI3K-dependent signalling pathway.
Analysis of vesicles formed upon apoptotic target ingestion showed
that these vesicles represent functional phagosomes: plasma membranes from both the phagocyte and target were present (Extended
Data Fig. 2l, m), the vesicles generated superoxide anions (Extended
Data Fig. 2n) and the internal vesicle content was degraded over time

Mechanisms of epithelial phagocytosis
Single-cell imaging of epithelial uptake dynamics in vivo showed the formation of characteristic phagocytic cups, which are dynamic actin-rich
structures at the basal epithelial surface that faces the embryo interior
2 | Nature | www.nature.com
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Fig. 2 | Apoptotic cells acquire fast motility associated with actin-based
epithelial arm protrusions. a, Motility of a single apoptotic Bax+ cell
(arrowhead) compared with a live progenitor cell (dashed line, asterisk) and
their total path lengths (yellow and white lines, respectively) in a
Tg(actb1:Lifeact-GFP) embryo. b, Three-dimensional in vivo tracking of
apoptotic and live cell motility (yellow and white lines, respectively; 30 min
period). c, Representative xy trajectories of apoptotic and live cells centred to
the origin; live cells show directionality as part of their gastrulation
movements. d, Instantaneous cell speed fluctuations of an apoptotic cell and a
live cell. The grey region represents a phase of fast motility. e, Mean
instantaneous cell speeds (n = 28 and 25 apoptotic and live cells, respectively,
from 4 embryos). Box plot shows the maximum and minimum (whiskers),

medians (lines), 25th and 75th percentiles (boxes) and means (crosses).
Unpaired two-sided t-test. ****P < 1 × 10 −15; ***P = 8 × 10 −15. f, Angle distribution of
tracks of apoptotic and live cells (n = 29 and 23 cells, respectively, from 4
embryos). g, In vivo dynamics of a single apoptotic Bax+ cell associated with an
external F-actin accumulation (arrowheads) in a Tg(actb1:Lifeact-GFP) embryo.
h, Angle histogram of cell movement directions (α, red) between t0 and t1
(tlag = 60 s) and external F-actin localization (blue) at t0 along a circle, which
reflects the normalized apoptotic cell perimeter (87 direction changes and
density profiles, n = 15 cells from 3 embryos). i, Epithelial arm protrusion
visualized using mosaic Lifeact–GFP expression (total length, 45 µm; yellow
line). Scale bars, 20 µm (a, g), 50 µm (b) and 10 µm (i).

(Extended Data Fig. 2o–r and Supplementary Video 5). In agreement
with a known role of integrins in phagocytosis20, we further identified
Itga5 as a marker of epithelial phagosomes (Extended Data Fig. 2s).
PS exposure by apoptotic cells mediates apoptotic cell recognition
and uptake by professional phagocytes21. Injection of the PS-binding
protein annexin-V significantly impaired apoptotic cell clearance
(Extended Data Fig. 3a, b). Transplantation of lipid-based surrogate
apoptotic targets confirmed that the presence of PS (PS+) was required
and sufficient for the in vivo recognition and epithelial phagocytosis of
these surrogate particles (Extended Data Fig. 3c–e and Supplementary
Video 6). Injection of a high number of PS-negative (PS−) surrogate
targets caused abundant developmental failure, whereas PS addition
to the surrogate targets improved the survival of the embryo (Extended
Data Fig. 3f). Cross-species transplantation of UV-irradiated apoptotic
human Jurkat T cells into zebrafish embryos further confirmed phagocytic uptake by conserved target surface properties (Extended Data
Fig. 3g, h). These data suggest that PS-dependent mechanisms mediate
tissue clearance and restoration of embryo homeostasis.
To analyse the global gene expression profile involved in phagocytic epithelial functions, we performed RNA sequencing on EVL and
progenitor cells of the blastula embryo. Upregulated EVL genes were
enriched in functions associated with phagocytosis, such as ‘endocytosis’ and ‘early, late and recycling endosomes’ (Extended Data Fig. 3i
and Supplementary Table 1). Key genes of the phagocytic machinery
were also upregulated in the EVL tissue compared with progenitor cells,
such as rab7a22, waslb23, dnm2a24 (Rab7, Wasl and Dnm2 in mammals)
and other relevant genes for phagocytosis (including rabac1, pld1b,
asap2b, chmp4bb, cyth1a, wipf2a and iqsec1b). Multiple terms related
to innate immune functions and repair response were also enriched
among upregulated genes in the EVL (Extended Data Fig. 3i and Supplementary Table 1), suggesting a possible immuno-protective role
of the surface epithelium in the early embryo beyond a phagocytic
clearance function.

Altogether, these results indicate that the EVL performs active clearance in the early embryo by phagocytic uptake of apoptotic cells, using
similar mechanisms to those described for professional phagocytes13.

Conservation of embryonic clearance
Embryonic cell aggregates that self-organize and form a surface epithelium were observed to show phagocytic epithelial activity (Extended
Data Figs. 4a, 10), indicating a primordial physiological tissue clearance function. To evaluate the evolutionary conservation of epithelial scavenging in early mammalian development, we investigated
apoptotic cell dynamics in mouse blastocysts. Time-lapse imaging
revealed endogenous apoptotic events, with cells being extruded into
the blastocyst cavity and later ingested by the trophoblast (Extended
Data Fig. 4b, b′, c and Supplementary Video 7). Similarly, transplanted
apoptotic mouse embryonic stem cells were mostly ingested by trophoblast cells (Extended Data Figs. 4d–g, 10 and Supplementary Video 7).
Transferring surrogate apoptotic targets into the blastocyst cavity
confirmed that uptake by trophoblast cells is PS-dependent (Fig. 1f, g
and Extended Data Fig. 4h). A gene ontology enrichment analysis of
upregulated trophoblast genes compared with the inner cell mass from
public RNA-sequencing data25 of pre-implantation mouse blastocysts
revealed terms in common with the zebrafish EVL, such as ‘endocytosis’
and ‘immune-related’ functions (Extended Data Fig. 3j and Supplementary Table 1). Similar enriched functions were documented for human
trophectoderm26 (Supplementary Table 1). These results suggest that
the apoptotic phagocytic capacity of the surface embryonic epithelium
is conserved in mammals.

Epithelial cells move apoptotic targets
Epithelia form stably connected tissues with a restricted cellular
range for phagocytic target search and capture that is different from
Nature | www.nature.com | 3
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Fig. 3 | Epithelial arms mechanically push apoptotic cells. a, Epithelial cells
show two types of actin-based basal protrusions: phagocytic cups (left) and
epithelial arms (right). b, Two possible interaction mechanisms between
epithelial arms and apoptotic cells (see ‘Epithelial cells move apoptotic targets’
for details). c, Representative xy trajectories from three-dimensional tracking
of mosaic apoptotic Bax+ and live cells (yellow and white, respectively) in
embryos ubiquitously co-expressing dnRac1 and H2A–mCherry (dnRac1+ cells).
d, Angle distributions of cells from c (n = 18 and 22 apoptotic and live cells,
respectively, from 3 embryos). e, Mean instantaneous cell speeds of apoptotic
and live cells (n = 22 and 20 cells, respectively, from 4 embryos) in embryos
expressing dnRac1. f, Motility of PS+ surrogate apoptotic targets in association
with F-actin from epithelial arms (arrowhead) and total path length (yellow
line) over the indicated period. g, Instantaneous speed fluctuations of lipid
aggregates containing or lacking PS (PS+ and PS− targets, respectively). h, Mean

instantaneous speed of PS+ and PS− surrogate targets (n = 26 and 23 from 6 and
5 embryos, respectively). i–n, Clearance of apoptotic cells in the presence of
CK-666 or SMIFH2. Representative images (i, l), xy trajectories ( j, m, left) and
angle distributions ( j, m, right) for apoptotic cells (n = 18 and 26 from 3 CK666and 4 SMIFH2-treated embryos, respectively). k, n, Quantification of
phagocytic epithelial clearance (k; n = 9 DMSO-, 6 CK-666-, 4 SMIFH2-treated
embryos) and mean instantaneous speed (n; n = 38, 27, 27 cells from 8 DMSO-,
3CK-666-, 3 SMIFH2-treated Tg(actb1:Lifeact-GFP) embryos). e, h, Unpaired
two-sided t-test (NS, P = 0.107396 (e); ****P < 1 × 10 −15 (h)). k, n, Unpaired one-way
ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test (****P = 5.38 × 10 −9,
***P = 3.21 × 10 −6 (k); ****P = 3.99 × 10 −10, NS, P = 0.320128 (n)). Box plots show the
maximum and minimum (whiskers), medians (lines), 25th and 75th percentiles
(boxes) and means (crosses). Scale bars, 50 µm (c, i, l) and 20 µm (f).

professional phagocytes, which have migratory abilities13. Unexpectedly, in vivo tracking of single apoptotic Bax+ cells revealed fast and
non-directional movement with mean velocity (v) = 8.3 ± 0.2 µm min−1
(mean ± s.e.m.) and peak velocities of up to 30.1 ± 1.5 µm min−1 (Fig. 2a–f
and Supplementary Video 8), in comparison to the slow and directional
movements of neighbouring live cells ((v) = 1.8 ± 0.1 µm min−1) (Fig. 2a–f
and Supplementary Video 8).
We found that phases of fast apoptotic movement were correlated
with an accumulation of external F-actin in contact with the apoptotic
cell rear opposite to its movement direction (Fig. 2g, h, Extended Data
Fig. 5a, b and Supplementary Videos 8, 9). Epithelium-specific staining revealed that the actin accumulations originate from epithelial
cells upon interaction with apoptotic cells (Extended Data Fig. 5c),
forming thin elongated basal protrusions that were coordinated with
apoptotic movement (Fig. 2i, Extended Data Fig. 5d and Supplementary Video 10). Protrusion fronts showed strong actin enrichment and
retrograde actin flow (Extended Data Fig. 5e, f). Given the dynamic
extension and retraction of these epithelial protrusions and their close
physical association with motile apoptotic targets, we termed the protrusions ‘epithelial arms’, reminiscent of an arm handling an object.
Epithelial arm protrusions occurred at comparable rates to phagocytic
cups (61.6 ± 9.7 arms per hour and 40.8 ± 3.5 phagocytic cups per hour;
165.3 ± 6.1 EVL cells in the field of view, n = 3 embryos). Apoptotic motility and epithelial arm formation was also observed for endogenously
dying cells (Extended Data Fig. 6a, b and Supplementary Videos 1, 11)
and ectopically induced cell death via Caspase-8ERT2 (Extended Data
Fig. 6c–e) and mutant topoisomerase-II (Extended Data Fig. 6f–h), or
after transplantation of apoptotic Jurkat T cells (Extended Data Fig. 6i
and Supplementary Video 12) and UV-irradiated cells (Extended Data
Fig. 6j and Supplementary Video 12).
The coordination between epithelial arms and apoptotic motility
results from different possible interaction mechanisms (Fig. 3a, b):

(1) apoptotic cells are autonomously motile27,28 and epithelial arms
associate through a run-and-chase mechanism; or (2) epithelial arms
are actively involved in propelling apoptotic targets. Analysis of F-actin
and myosin-II dynamics in motile apoptotic cells in vivo showed static
intracellular localization patterns and an absence of cell protrusions
or polarized cortical localizations (Extended Data Fig. 7a, b and Supplementary Videos 9, 12). Co-expression of Bax with dominant-negative
versions of proteins that regulate motility, such as Rho GTPases Rac1
and RhoA29, or the downstream target Rock2a did not affect apoptotic
cell speed, epithelial arm formation or phagocytic uptake (Extended
Data Fig. 7c, d), suggesting that apoptotic cells do not have autonomous motility. Embryo injection with annexin-V blocked apoptotic
motility and arm formation (Extended Data Fig. 7e, f), indicating a role
of PS recognition in target movement. Apoptotic motility was always
associated with epithelial arms (n = 59 out of 59 motile cells, 6 embryos)
(Extended Data Fig. 9g, h and Supplementary Video 12), suggesting
that it is specifically driven by these protrusions. Three-dimensional
co-cultures of apoptotic and live progenitor cells showed no apoptotic cell motility or polarized F-actin accumulation in the absence
of epithelial cells (Extended Data Fig. 7i, j). Ubiquitous expression of
dnRac1 in the whole embryo blocked apoptotic cell motility along with
the formation of epithelial arms and phagocytic uptake (Fig. 3c–e,
Extended Data Fig. 7k, l and Supplementary Video 13).
To directly test whether epithelial arms can exert mechanical forces to
move apoptotic cells in vivo, we transferred lipid-based surrogate apoptotic targets into the embryo. PS+ targets moved similarly to apoptotic
cells with phases of high speed (Fig. 3f–h and Supplementary Video 13)
and contact-dependent formation of epithelial actin-rich arms (Fig. 3f),
which was absent in PS− targets (Fig. 3g, h), indicating that epithelial arms
propel apoptotic particles in vivo. Inhibition of actin polymerization
factors, such as the Arp2/3 complex, with CK-666 or Formin proteins
with SMIFH2 blocked phagocytosis of apoptotic cells (Fig. 3i, k, l). Arp2/3
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but not Formin interference also inhibited arm formation and apoptotic motility (Fig. 3j,m, n and Supplementary Video 13), suggesting
that epithelial arm protrusions primarily depend on Arp2/3 network
branching activity30. Our data show that epithelial cells establish two
types of Rac1-dependent actin-based protrusions (Fig. 3a): phagocytic
cups, which mediate target uptake, and epithelial arms, which promote
apoptotic target movement by mechanical pushing.

Data Fig. 8b), as documented in professional phagocytes32,33. Assuming
a localized initial accumulation of apoptotic targets Ntarget, simulation
kymographs showed a characteristic target dispersal with an effective diffusion constant Deff (Extended Data Fig. 8c and Supplementary
Note 1). Spreading enabled apoptotic target uptake within an expanding area of the epithelium in which cells have not reached their uptake
limit Nmax yet. Faster target dispersal decreased total tissue clearance
time tclear (Fig. 4g and Extended Data Fig. 8c, d), with tclear varying as
∝1/v2 as obtained from an analytical derivation of the total clearance
time (Supplementary Note 1). This mechanism is highly effective even
under conditions when an increased number of localized targets (Ntarget)
has to be cleared by circumventing local phagocytic saturation, with
tclear varying as ∝(Ntarget/Nmax)2 (Extended Data Fig. 8e–g). Our modelling suggests that target spreading through mechanical-load sharing
enables the cooperative uptake of apoptotic cells, which considerably
extends the limited spatial exploration and uptake range of individual
epithelial cells to optimize tissue clearance.
To analyse epithelial uptake efficiency in vivo, we transplanted a
large amount of apoptotic Jurkat cells (282 ± 22) (Extended Data
Fig. 9a, b). Target uptake by single epithelial cells increased until a
characteristic plateau was reached after about 140 min (2.8 ± 0.3 targets) (Extended Data Fig. 9b–d), even though apoptotic targets were
available in contact with the basal epithelial surface (Extended Data
Fig. 9c, e). This indicates that epithelial cells have an intrinsic limit
in their uptake capacity Nmax. Neighbouring epithelial cells located
outside of saturated epithelial areas further engaged in the clearance
process over time (Extended Data Fig. 9f). Considering the maximum
uptake volume Vmax per epithelial cell (Vmax = 1,200 ± 60 µm3, Extended
Data Fig. 9g, h; representing about 18% of an average epithelial cell
volume VEVL = 6,648 ± 297 µm3) and an average apoptotic cell volume
Vtarget = 2,400 ± 200 µm3, a single epithelial cell is limited to clear about
0.5 apoptotic cells. This makes mechanical target dispersal relevant for
both low and high numbers of apoptotic cells and ensures rapid clearance by engaging more phagocytes in the uptake process. Similarly,
professional phagocytes often operate in groups, with the number of
recruited phagocytes being proportional to the mass that needs to be
cleared for improving uptake efficiency31,34,35.

Clearance by mechanical cooperation
At the global tissue scale, epithelial arms mechanically disperse apoptotic targets along the epithelial surface before uptake, compared
with conditions that inhibited arm formation (Fig. 4a). Mean square
displacement analysis of apoptotic cell paths showed that target movement followed a persistent random walk (Fig. 4b), with periods of fast
and directional motility during epithelial arm contacts and random
directional changes between consecutive arm interactions (Fig. 4c
and Supplementary Video 14). The path of an apoptotic cell therefore emerges by the collective mechanical action of multiple epithelial cells (Fig. 4d). Apoptotic targets travelled long distances before
uptake ((d) = 437 ± 49 µm (mean ± s.e.m.)), facilitating uptake at distant
locations and increasing encounters with epithelial cells (Fig. 4e, f),
recruiting more phagocytes for clearance. Local transplantation of
apoptotic cells underneath the EVL directly confirmed cluster dispersal (Extended Data Fig. 8a and Supplementary Video 14) with an
effective spreading area of 2 × 104 µm2 (about 22 epithelial cells) in 1 h.
Whereas professional phagocytes are motile to reach their targets31,
this process is inverted during epithelial clearance with targets moving
around multiple non-motile phagocytic cells. These data support the
cooperative mechanical interaction of multiple epithelial cells during
tissue clearance, a process we refer to as mechanical load-sharing.
To assess how mechanical dispersal influences apoptotic clearance
dynamics, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of apoptotic target
spreading and uptake, parameterized by the pushing probability pv,
the speed v and pushing period τ. Target uptake by epithelial cells,
each of lateral extent L, occurs with probability pup and is limited by the
maximum uptake capacity of individual epithelial cells Nmax (Extended
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Article
We reveal a previously undescribed evolutionarily conserved function for epithelia as efficient scavengers of apoptotic cells in the earliest
stages of vertebrate embryogenesis. This clearance system is relevant
for error correction and developmental robustness in the presence
of both sporadic cell death and failures involving larger regions that
compromise embryo survival, emulating roles of the immune system
in adult tissues. Epithelial phagocytosis regulates tissue homeostasis
and inflammation in specific organs of the adult organisms3,36,37 and
in immune-privileged tissues such as the retina and the testis38. Here
we show that during early vertebrate development, epithelial cells
specialize to perform phagocytic immune functions in the complete
absence of immune cells. At later developmental stages, professional
phagocytes differentiate and can share their phagocytic tasks with
mesenchymal or epithelial cells39–42. Epithelial protection mechanisms
in other early developmental contexts should be further explored, as
phagocytic functions were also identified in invertebrate embryos43–46.
Whereas the chemical cooperation between cells has been
well-documented, mechanical cooperation as a physiological tissue
function remains poorly understood. Overall, our results indicate that
active mechanical target distribution promotes phagocytic cooperation among epithelial cells. This can ensure the rapid and efficient
clearance of apoptotic targets through a division of labour by increasing the number of phagocytes participating in uptake. Mechanical
cell cooperation as a previously undescribed mechanism to improve
phagocytic clearance can have broad relevance in pathological and
physiological conditions in which phagocytic uptake plays a central
part, such as in homeostatic cell turnover4,47 and tissue inflammation48.
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